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Face to face is
best approach

Taking your
company overseas
Only a fifth of British businesses
export. Why? And how can you
best start exporting to help your
business grow?

Regardless of the
product, a personal
touch is key to
export success

1. British companies see plenty
of opportunities abroad

61%

W

hen it comes to export
strategy, British bike
manufacturer Brompton
Bicycles is clearly getting
something right: 80 per cent of its
sales are to overseas customers.
“It was probably the recognition we
got from winning the Best Bike award
at the Cyclex event in Olympia in 1987
which raised our profi le to such an
extent that our inventor Andrew
Ritchie found himself being ‘annoyed’
by customers wanting to buy his bike,”
says Will Butler-Adams, chief
executive of Brompton Bicycles and
ambassador for the International
Festival for Business 2016.
Once the company decided to seize
on the market opportunity, it relied on
distributors to help expand its global
footprint. “In the early days we
couldn’t really afford too much travel
as we were too busy making our bikes
and we didn’t really have the funds, so
we relied on them to raise awareness
for us,” says Butler-Adams.
These days, however, the company’s
export strategy is rather more refi ned.

Sponsor’s comment

68%

say global markets think it’s easier
are important
than ever to trade
for growth
internationally

86%

think even small
businesses can
expand abroad

2. Yet only 20% of them export.*
Why don’t more try it?
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Brompton’s chief executive is well
aware of the benefit of having ‘boots
on the ground’ in a foreign territory.
“We do use Skype and all manner of
virtual meeting tools but there is no
substitute to getting out there, riding
your bike, enjoying local food and
understanding the culture,” he says.
This approached is also favoured by
David Milner, chief executive of
Tyrrells, the British crisp company
that exports to 37 countries. “I fi nd it’s
best to gather this information
fi rst-hand,” he says. “I recommend
visiting the country in person, so you
can gain a good idea of the market
leaders, competitors and price point.”

That’s exactly the way it should be,
particularly in the early stages of an
overseas expansion, says Allyson
Stewart-Allen, chief executive of
consultancy fi rm International
Marketing Partners. “The symbolism
of you as chief exec or a senior leader
going to an overseas market and being
interested in it speaks volumes. It
shows you’re taking it seriously.”
Once the relationship is established,
it’s acceptable to rely on other
members of the team, she adds.
However, it’s essential to communicate
a code of conduct beforehand. “It’s
about them adhering to your ethics
of the right way to do business.”

Nothing trumps
having ‘boots on
the ground’ when
considering a new
export market

47%

language
barriers

44%

cultural
misunderstandings

42%

working across
time zones

3. How can you get started?
Get the right tech

Make communication and working
online as easy as it is at home

Do your research

Learn about the local culture, law and
audience, and find the right partners

Use government support

Search UK Trade & Investment at
gov.uk for a wealth of information
in association with
* Note that figure is from Nov 2013
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